As we reflect on 2022, it is gratifying to see how we have served and been supported by the community. Our impact numbers quantify our productivity in families served, efficiency improvements installed, and energy saved.

Our real impact, however, goes deeper than numbers, producing real life-enhancing improvements to homes that make individual lives and the overall health of our community better. Our partnerships with other non-profits and local governments further strengthen our community. We draw inspiration from this and hope you do too.

Thank you for a great 2022. We're excited to do even more in 2023!

Katie VanLangen & Wilson Ratliff
Co-Executive Directors
Partnership makes it possible. Thank you partners!

Utilities
Charlottesville Gas | Columbia Gas | Dominion Energy Virginia | Washington Gas

Municipalities
Albemarle County | Arlington County | City of Alexandria | City of Charlottesville
City of Falls Church | City of Roanoke | Fairfax City | Fairfax County | Northern Virginia Regional Council | Town of Vienna

Non-profits
Albemarle Home Improvement Program | Building Goodness Foundation
Charlottesville Renewable Energy Alliance | Community Climate Collaborative
Community Housing Partners | Greater Charlottesville Habitat for Humanity | Piedmont Environmental Council | Piedmont Housing Alliance

Program Partners
A&J Heating and Air | Advanced Energy Concepts | Charlottesville
Redevelopment and Housing Authority | Convert Solar | Fitch Services | Prospect Solar | ReisingerGooch LLP | Secure Futures | Solar Connexion | Solar Energy World | Think Little Home Energy | UVA Community Credit Union | UVA Facilities Department | Virtue Solar

"LEAP is an incredible resource for anyone looking to make their home energy efficient! The assessor was knowledgeable and friendly. Their recommendations have already made a HUGE difference in our home. Choosing LEAP is a no brainer!" —R.H.

"This is a fantastic resource that I hope everyone in the community takes advantage of. You can lower your energy bill a lot." —R.S.